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Our actions depend on finding their objects

And growing around them

 Until one or the other is forced to bloom.

  Douglas Crase, 1981, The House at Sagg, The  

Revisionist, Boston, MA:  Little Brown and Co.

I’m painting, I’m painting again!

 . . .

You  can’t see it ‘til it’s finished!

I  don’t have to prove . . .  that I am creative!

 . . .

All my pictures are confused!

  Talking Heads, 1978, Artists Only, More Songs  

About Buildings and Food, New York: Sire Rec ords
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In writing this book, I am attempting to pull together many threads that 

have been gathered during thirty plus years investigating what it is that 

 people do with digital technology. Over this time, my enthusiasm for digi-

tal technologies has waxed and waned  either as a result of the opportunities 

I have had to tinker with devices or as the result of concerns over the reach 

that technology (and the organ izations that control it) has into our every-

day lives. In equal mea sure, this book reflects my journey from understand-

ing  human be hav ior in terms of cognitive psy chol ogy (as “information 

pro cessing”) to an appreciation of the significance of embodied cognition. 

Specifically, in this book, I employ my understanding of Anthony Chemero’s 

radical embodied cognitive science (RECS) to some of the design challenges 

that digital technologies pre sent.

My journey from information pro cessing to RECS has involved a num-

ber of fortunate, often accidental, meetings, and I have benefited hugely 

from the opportunities that  these have provided me. To put  these meetings 

into some semblance of order would imply an organ izing princi ple that is 

only vaguely correct, but this helps in telling the story of this book and how 

it developed. My academic  career began in the applied psy chol ogy unit at 

Aston University, where I completed a PhD on the  human  factors of speech 

recognition,  under the supervision of Rob Stammers and Dave Usher, in the 

late 1980s. This work explored the potential for speech technology to be 

used in the control rooms of electricity- generating power stations.1 It was 

 here that I learned about ergonomics and the delights of studying  people 

 doing their real work in their real work environments. I also learned about 

the perils and pitfalls of getting digital technology to behave in ways that 

would be beneficial, particularly the early forms of speech technology at our 

Preface
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x Preface

disposal. It was at Aston that I struck up a lifelong friendship and work-

ing collaboration with Neville Stanton, and some of the ideas that have 

germinated from our early work (particularly the notion of “rewritable rou-

tines”2) have a ghostly presence  here. Over the intervening years, making 

sense of  these ideas (and what it means to study  people at work) has led me 

away from the “standard” information- processing approaches that informs 

so much of ergonomics to search for alternative theories and explanations.

During my PhD, I became interested in how  people could use speech tech-

nology when they  were outside the control rooms of electricity- generating 

power stations. Initially this involved a laptop in a rucksack with a small 

head- mounted Phase Alternating Line (PAL) tele vi sion screen (so that the 

person had visual confirmation of what the computer had recognized). 

Over a few years, my research team and I developed wearable computers 

for maintenance workers, emergency ser vices personnel, and crime scene 

examiners (CSEs). For the most part, the work was a mixture of hardware/

software development with experiments and metrics to evaluate the impact 

of  these technologies on  people. From the work with CSEs, I began to think 

about sensemaking at crime scenes. This led to thinking about the ways in 

which concepts from distributed cognition could be applied to crime scene 

examination. In parallel with this, I was working with Neville on proj ects 

involving distributed situation awareness. The crime scene work led to two 

unexpected invitations. The first was to pre sent the work to the Naturalistic 

Decision Making (NDM) conference, where I first met Gary Klein and Rob-

ert Hoffman. The idea that expertise can only be studied in “ecologically 

valid” settings, which this community strongly endorses, is central to my 

thinking. This is one of the reasons why I went to the UK College of Polic-

ing’s Harperly Hall to study experienced CSEs and why I  later worked with 

simulated crime scenes in Teesside to compare how experienced and trainee 

CSEs conducted searches.3 The second was an invitation to attend the fledg-

ling Distributed Thinking Symposium series that Fred Vallee- Tourangeau 

and Stephen Cowley ran from Kingston University.  These symposia not 

only introduced me to the notions of interactivity but also to David Kirsh, 

Anthony Chemero, and Lambros Malafouris. Subsequently, the Distributed 

Thinking Symposium moved (with Stephen) to the University of Southern 

Denmark, where I met Christian Mosbæk Johannessen, who initiated an 

interdisciplinary proj ect on writing and drawing, bringing together Marieke 

Longcamp, Susan Stuart, Paul Thiobault, and me.4
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Preface xi

In an attempt to consolidate my ideas about the role of physical objects 

in CSE, I started to look at the ways in which  people used tools. The lit-

er a ture seemed, back in the 1990s, quite sparse and spread across dif fer-

ent disciplines that tended to have  little connection with each other. So, I 

pulled together what I could find and wrote a book.5 In part, this book was 

an attempt to make sense of tool- mediated interactions with the environ-

ment. I had benefited from discussions with colleagues at the University 

of Birmingham, particularly Ted Megaw (who had worked on ergonomics 

and motor control in the 1970s) and Alan Wing (who continues to define 

the field of how  people coordinate physical movement). Both of them have 

an approach that marries engineering concepts (inspired by versions of 

control theory) with fundamental understanding of  human activity, and 

both set up experiments that abstract the core features of real- life activity 

into tasks that are amenable to experimentation. While neither fully sub-

scribed to the dynamic systems or RECS approaches in this book, I learned 

a  great deal from them in terms of what a rigorous and testable description 

of activity  ought to look like.

As I was writing Cognition and Tool Use, my thinking (while incorporat-

ing some aspects of distributed cognition and interactivity) was still influ-

enced by information- processing concepts and the initial ideas of forms of 

engagement depended on “schema” and “automaticity.” I now recast the 

idea of forms of engagement to better fit with interactivity and embodi-

ment, and the inspiration for this change has come from several sources. 

On the basis of the tool book, I was invited, by Witold Wachowski, to an 

AVANT6 conference in Torun, Poland. Alan Costall, Robert K. Logan, David 

Kirsh, J. Kevin O’Regan, Richard Menary, Joanna Rączaszek- Leonardi, and 

Anthony Chemero  were the other invited speakers. From this event, I was 

able to compare my own stumbling efforts to explain what  people did 

with tools to more cleanly developed theories, particularly of David (in 

his account of how  people use artifacts and actions to “do” cognition) and 

Tony (in his radical embodied cognitive science). The tool book also led 

to invitations from Lambros to workshops in Oxford to learn more about 

his material engagement theory, and from Blandine Bril in Paris to learn 

more about her theory of functional reasoning account of tool use. I have 

drawn heavi ly from all of  these ideas and have attempted to find synergies 

and parallels between them, within the overarching framework that RECS 

offers. No doubt I am misinterpreting and twisting their arguments, but my 
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misunderstandings are born purely from ignorance rather than malice, so I 

hope that they can forgive me. I urge the reader to go to the source material 

for  these ideas. Lambros also encouraged Tom Wynn and Fred Coo lidge to 

invite me to their workshops on applying material engagement theory to 

paleoarchaeology, where, alongside them and, among  others, John Gower, 

Klint Janulis, and Leee Overmann, we discussed the nature of early hominid 

tool use.7 At Birmingham, I have also benefited enormously from ongoing 

conversations with Andrew Howes on computational modeling of  human 

decision- making.8 More recently, Jan- Maarten Schraagen and Paul Ward, 

colleagues from the NDM conferences, invited me to contribute a paper on 

4E (Embodied, Embedded, Enacted, Extended) cognition to their handbook 

on expertise.

I also want to thank Doug Sery and Noah Springer at the MIT Press for 

their help in taking this book from a sketchy manuscript to the version 

you are reading and to three anonymous reviewers, who have generously 

provided comprehensive and detailed reviews of the vari ous versions of this 

book as it has evolved.

I am indebted to all of the  people I have mentioned (and to the attend-

ees of vari ous workshops, symposia, and conferences and to all of the PhD 

students who have taught me through my supervision of them) for their 

inspiration and support in the development of the ideas in this book. In 

tracing the path from initial thinking (in distributed cognition and in mak-

ing sense of how  people use tools), it might appear as if  there is a neat, 

linear path from “information pro cessing” to “embodiment.” I doubt that 

this is the case, and this book is, in part, a continued re orientation of my 

thinking from information pro cessing to RECS as a way of explaining how 

 people think and act. In par tic u lar, I have chosen to  couple the consider-

ation of digital technologies with a broader consideration of design and 

creativity partly  because of ongoing discussions that I have had with Tony 

Chemero and partly  because  there seems to be a gap in the information- 

processing lit er a ture when it comes to creativity,9 so it made sense to see 

how embodiment could plug that gap; and, of course, I liked the challenge 

of taking a theoretical position that many  people dismiss as being about 

just “low- level” activity and demonstrating how it is equally applicable to 

high- level cognition, like creativity.
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Introduction

The title of this chapter quotes Hilary Putnam.1 In a thought experiment, 

he asked the reader to consider twins living on different versions of Earth: 

in one, “water” had the properties with which we are familiar; in the other, 

“water” had different chemical properties but these properties could be 

described using the same words as used on our Earth. So, when twin 1 

and twin 2 say, “Water is wet,” do they mean the same thing? For Putnam, 

the answer is “no” because, even though they are using the same words, 

the “truth conditions” (defined by the properties of the environments in 

which they live) create different contexts in which to interpret the words. 

Putnam’s quote can be repurposed as “cognition ain’t all in the head,” and 

this is a basic point that will be argued in this chapter.

I use embodied cognition as the lens through which to understand how 

designers engage in creative practices and also to understand how people 

use designed artifacts (in particular, digital technologies). In this respect, 

embodied cognition is playing a role in explicating design thinking (because 

“creativity” arises from interactions with materials rather than occurring 

solely in the head) and a role in informing design practice (by providing a 

theory of what people do with artifacts). Throughout the book, the phrase 

“embodied cognition” refers to the collection of theories that could be 

called “enactive,” “embedded,” “situated,” or “distributed.” I appreciate 

that my choice is controversial, but Shipp and Vallee- Tourangeau2 point 

out that more papers use the term “embodied cognition” than the other 

terms. Depending on which review you chance upon, there may be three,3 

six,4 or more flavors of “embodiment.” However, there is a broad consensus 

1 “Cut the Pie Any Way You Like, ‘Meanings’ Just Ain’t 

in the Head!”
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2 Chapter 1

that humans, as cognitive agents, are embedded in environments in which 

they enact their embodied skillful coping in response to the scaffolding of 

artifacts that allow for the distribution or extension of cognitive activity.

Cognition and Embodiment

I spent many years working in the traditions of cognitive psychology, apply-

ing concepts and theories from this discipline to understanding people at 

work and their interactions with artifacts. Increasingly, I find that these 

concepts and theories are incomplete and do not capture the experience of 

either designing or using things. I believe that radical embodied cognitive 

science (RECS) provides a richer and more coherent account of what I find 

when observing and speaking to people in their workplaces or when evalu-

ating prototypes than theories derived from cognitive psychology. Later in 

this chapter, I discuss RECS in more detail. For now, a quotation from Wil-

liam James, whose Principles of Psychology influenced not only cognitive 

psychology but also philosophy, particularly Pragmatism, illustrates the 

general tone of the argument.

The world experienced comes at all times with our body at its center, center of 

vision, center or action, center of interest. Where the body is is “here”; when the 

body acts is “now”; what the body touches is “this”; all other things are “there” 

and “then” and “that.”5

Perhaps the word “embodiment” implies small children learning to count 

by using their fingers to represent the numbers 1 to 10. As an aside, the word 

“digital” is derived from the Latin for fingers (or toes). The use of the word 

“digits” to refer to numbers occurred around the fifteenth century, but it 

was not until the twentieth century that “digits” related to all numbers, 

and only in the last fifty years or so that “digital” came to apply to binary 

coding. More recently still, “digital” has come to apply to the technologies 

that make use of binary coding, with phrases such as “digital native” imply-

ing a facility with computer technology. So, in everyday parlance “digital” 

relates to fingers, to numbers, to technologies, and to the ways in which our 

information is codified. Information can be captured, processed, stored, and 

transmitted in digital form, and this is not simply a consequence of tech-

nology but is at the root of the “information- processing” models of cogni-

tion. It is against the broad concept of cognition as information- processing 

that theories of embodiment rail. Metaphorically, we might look for ways 
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“Cut the Pie Any Way You Like, ‘Meanings’ Just Ain’t in the Head!” 3

in which the original meaning of digital relates to both information and 

cognition.

Returning to the child counting on fingers; at one level, children associ-

ate their fingers with numbers. Very small children can recite the numbers 

1 to 5 while touching their fingers, but this is not the same as knowing 

how to count6 (ask a basic question about adding or subtracting, and they 

might struggle to answer). What the child needs to learn is the purpose 

of counting. Beyond a certain age, children might dispense with counting 

with their fingers and develop the ability to perform calculations “men-

tally.” For Vygotsky, the crucial turning point comes from internalizing 

“rules” that apply to counting. This raises the question of what is being 

“internalized” as these “rules” are learned. For some writers, “internaliza-

tion” merely means substituting the fingers on the hand for symbols in the 

brain.7 One of the central debates (between “mainstream” cognitive science 

and embodied cognition) concerns this question of “internalization.” In 

the version of embodied cognition followed in this book, human cogni-

tion can be explained without recourse to “internal representation.”8 It is 

important to note that this claim is not simply a matter of faith but requires 

a particular stance to research (both theoretical and methodological) that 

would allow us to define and demonstrate ways of explaining behavior that 

do not rest on internal representations. This position not only challenges 

basic assumptions of cognitive science but also, I argue, provides a richer 

and more parsimonious account of how people interact with artifacts and 

what designers do when they design these artifacts.

What Is Cognition, If It Is Not Information Processing?

The simple dichotomy between physical and cognitive activity implied by 

“internalization” misses essential aspects of the development of mathemat-

ical skills. Take the problem of solving simultaneous equations— that is, 

finding values for x and y that satisfy pairs of equations such 3x + y = 11 and 

2x + y = 8. Several strategies can be applied to such problems. One approach, 

using elimination, recognizes that both equations have the same value for 

y (and if they do not, then it might be possible to manipulate either x 

or y, through multiplication or division, to make the values the same in 

each equation). From this, the solution involves subtracting one equation 

from the other (to find that, in this case, x = 3 and y = 2). Or you could plot 
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4 Chapter 1

a graph of these equations and find where the lines intercept. For both 

approaches, once you have learned the routine, solving the equations is a 

matter of applying the steps in a routine rather than “internalizing” any of 

the information. You might accept this point but argue that the steps are 

internalized. However, often the steps reframe the problem. That is, the 

experienced mathematician would either “see” the solution or “automati-

cally” work through the steps until a solution was found. In this example, 

the information is the mathematical symbols, and the processing consists 

of the steps through which these symbols are transformed (together with 

an appreciation of when to stop transforming, i.e., what defines a solution 

to this problem). What the experienced mathematician develops is a way of 

defining the key features that are relevant to a problem and a set of actions 

that corresponds to these features.

From the example of solving simultaneous equations, we might ask 

what does cognition involve? In these examples, I have argued that “cogni-

tion” could be performed not in the head but through the manipulation 

of “external” information. So, what definition of cognition could allow 

both types of activity? At a minimum, cognition involves processes that 

can enable interpretation of salient information, coordinate actions on this 

information, judge the outcome of these actions and anticipate whether a 

given action is likely to be effective, adapt actions to increase the likelihood 

of effectiveness, and learn (or retain) effective actions.

To appreciate the depth of embodied cognition as a critique of infor-

mation processing, we should immediately dismiss the suggestion that 

“embodiment” merely means “having a body.” Some of the work relating 

to embodiment involves studies that make literal use of the word “body” 

and suggest that changes of the body, such as altering posture, can have a 

bearing on behavior. I am not convinced by such research as if often fails 

replication tests, so will not include it here. Alternatively, embodiment might 

suggest that there are some physical actions that we do during cognition, 

such as counting on our fingers. From the information- processing perspec-

tive, such actions are dismissed as incidental and as having no impact on 

cognition; the assumption seems to be that anything outside the brain (or 

anything that is not encapsulated in symbols) must relate to something 

other than cognition. The defining features of cognition I presented earlier 

do not demand either symbols or information processing. For embodied 

cognition, action is cognition.
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A further problem with the claim that “embodied” means merely having 

a body is that it replaces the mind- body dualism of information processing 

with a body- environment dualism. For the theory of embodied cognition 

pursued in this book, it is important to recognize that the environment is 

integrated into cognitive processes. The boundaries between the compo-

nents of the human- artifact- environment system (figure 1.1) are perme-

able. Obviously, this does not mean that artifacts will seep into the skin. 

But nor, I think, does it mean that the artifact becomes a part of the person.

Given the close coupling in the human- artifact- environment system, 

it becomes difficult (if not impossible) to claim that the elements of this 

system can be treated in isolation. This raises a question of where there 

are borders and boundaries in the system. For Sennett,9 a boundary is an 

edge where one thing ends and another begins, while a border is a site of 

exchange. Recognizing the importance of boundaries, we can note that an 

artifact, such as a tool, does not become a “part” or an “extension” of the 

person (much as this has been proposed in discussion of tool use). Rec-

ognizing the importance of borders, we can appreciate how the artifact’s 

functions will be modified by the person and the person’s capabilities will 

be mediated by the use of the artifact; this is not due to the person becom-

ing cognitively or physically enriched but rather due to the system having a 

new equilibrium. In other words, “in no system which shows mental char-

acteristics can any part have unilateral control over the whole”; that is, “the 

mental characteristics of the system are immanent, not in some part, but in 

the system as a whole.”10 From this, the artifact offers new borders (between 

Human Artifact

Environment

Figure 1.1
Interacting elements of a human- artifact- environment system.
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6 Chapter 1

person and artifact, artifact and environment) that create opportunities for 

the exchange of information and action. That is, cognition arises from the 

interactions between body, artifact, and environment.

We can’t go much further in our discussion without addressing the ques-

tion of how and why embodied cognition challenges the notion of repre-

sentation. Indeed, a defining feature of much of the debate surrounding 

embodied cognition is the depth of anger and irritation that surrounds 

the very idea that we can dispense with the notion of representation. This 

debate has been characterized as the “representation wars.”11 Before wading 

into the debate, I note Dietrich’s wry observation that “no scientist knows 

how representations represent.”12

What Is Wrong with “Mental Models”?

“Internal representation” is the defining feature of information process-

ing. For the information- processing view, the organism uses its senses 

to sample the environment. The resulting data are then translated into 

symbols that define meaning. This requires an appropriate apparatus to 

translate information from the senses into symbols and to process these 

symbols to create meaning. From this perspective, an “internal representa-

tion” is simply the side effect of using such apparatus— in other words, the 

symbols need to be put somewhere and they need a production line that 

manages their translation from sense data to meaning to physical action, 

with each stage of the production line performing a different operation on 

the symbols.

Interestingly, while the information- processing approach might imply the 

manipulation of symbols as a “language of thought,” many theories devel-

oped within this tradition use different abstractions. For example, Baddeley’s 

model of working memory13 does not propose that we have a temporary 

storage of a symbols, such as words (e.g., when we remember a telephone 

number), but rather that data are stored in terms of temporal duration. That 

is, the “articulatory loop” (or phonological loop) has a duration of around 

two seconds and, like an old- fashioned tape loop, has new information over-

write existing information. Other notions of working memory (particularly 

the discussion of this concept in textbooks on human- computer interaction) 

assume that memory has a capacity defined by the quantity of symbols it can 
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“Cut the Pie Any Way You Like, ‘Meanings’ Just Ain’t in the Head!” 7

hold (e.g., 7 ± 2, derived from an experiment reported in 195614). The reason 

for mentioning this is that the latter assumes that capacity (of working mem-

ory) is defined in terms of symbols, while the former assumes that capacity 

is defined by enaction— in this case, the time it takes to speak words. Indeed, 

there is a good evidence that working memory capacity for longer words dif-

fers from that for shorter words (which a “symbolic” account would struggle 

to explain but is obvious from an “articulatory loop” perspective).15 These 

temporal dimensions of memory suggest that not all cognition involves the 

specification, translation, or manipulation of symbols.

The focus of the information- processing approach on thought as the 

algorithmic manipulation of symbols separates the thinking mind from 

the world that it occupies. The argument for embodied cognition is that, 

taking this point to its logical conclusion, none of what we have defined as 

cognition requires the use of such symbols (in much the same way that the 

examples of solving simultaneous equations by manipulating the printed 

symbols does not require these symbols to be internalized). This would 

mean that, to use Chemero’s phrase, the “mental gymnastics” required in 

information processing (e.g., in terms of translating between environmen-

tal information and mental symbols) is not necessary.

I find the term “internal representation” confusing, so I am going to use 

“mental model” instead (on the assumption that this describes a “model” of 

the environment that is created and stored in the mind). An information- 

processing view of human cognition assumes the representation of infor-

mation, extracted from the environment, in the form of symbols. These 

symbols are defined by structural units that are either “word- sized con-

cepts”16 or “icons,”17 and cognition involves the manipulation (according 

to specified rules) of these symbols.18 As noted previously, information- 

processing approaches assume some apparatus that performs translations 

of features of the environment onto internal states, which can result in the 

ability to act on the environment. For embodied cognition, we might ask 

what this “apparatus” might be (if not information- processing apparatus in 

the brain), what this “information” might be (if not symbols), and what the 

internal state might be (if not a mental model)?

When the phrase “mental model” is used, the same collection of authors 

tends to be cited in its support, one of whom is Kenneth Craik. Here is a 

quotation of his that is commonly used:
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8 Chapter 1

If the organism carries a “small scale model” of external reality . . .  within its head, 

it is able to . . .  react to future situations before they arise, utilize the knowledge 

of past events in dealing with the present and future, and in every way react in a 

much fuller, safer, and more competent manner to the emergencies that face it.19

Craik’s idea satisfies the requirements for cognition outlined earlier (in 

terms of anticipation, learning, and effective response). A loose reading 

of this quotation would find little to separate the idea of a “‘small scale 

model’ of external reality” from a “word- sized concept” or “icon” or “men-

tal model.” But this is not what Craik is arguing for. Prior to this quotation, 

Craik used the Kelvin tide estimator as an analogy for his concept (and had 

also written papers using servomechanisms to model [human] radar opera-

tors20). But, this is markedly different from the idea of a mental model that, 

say, Frederic Bartlett21 assumed in his discussion of the gist of stories. For 

Bartlett, a mental model is a summary of salient information from which 

to build interpretations, judgments, decisions, and actions. For Craik, the 

“small scale model” had to be a “physical working model” that “shares a 

relation- structure to that of the process it imitates.”22 What is important 

here is that he is not claiming a mental model that represents reality but a 

process that mirrors reality.  Craik’s thinking was, to some extent, influenced 

by the UK cybernetics movement in the 1940s, and in particular by the 

work of William Grey- Walter, pioneer of robots as autonomous entities. In 

one visit, Craik and Grey- Walter discussed “the aiming accuracy of air gun-

ners” and how the activity could be explained in terms of “goal- seeking and 

scanning. . . .”23 The resulting mechanical conception reflects embodied 

cognition’s notion of perception- action coupling.24 That is, how our “lived 

body”25 “opens the world to us as full of possibilities for action.”26 Features 

of the environment are perceived, and these features are associated with 

action. Key to this proposal is that there is no requirement for the features 

to be translated into symbols. Rather, the perception of features is direct. 

For me, perception- action coupling defines the relation structure that Craik 

is discussing. As we grow from baby to toddler, the range of possibilities for 

action increases. The relationship between action and the environment can 

be considered in terms of Ashby’s law of requisite variety. This law states 

(in cybernetics terms) that a “controller” can model the environment that 

it is controlling only if it has enough variety to respond to the states that the 

environment exhibits; if the environment becomes more complex, then the 

“controller” needs to create new models or else its uncertainty increases. 
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The question is whether this “model” is a replica of the environment built 

in the mind. Or whether it is a repertoire of action to allow you to act effec-

tively in and on the environment. The environment can be responded to 

through the mechanism of a “physical working model.” Applied to cogni-

tion, we could say, to use Rorty’s lovely phrase, the brain is for “coping, not 

copying.”27 In other words, the brain is for acting rather than representing. 

People develop strategies that allow them to use features in the environment 

to structure cognitive activity.28 The environment is the representation of 

a problem; in other words, the “external” information in the example of 

solving simultaneous equation is the “environment” for this particular 

activity.

The very notion that the external environment needs to be represented 

as a mental model in order for the person to perform an action requires 

the assumption that the person and the environment are not only physi-

cally distinct but also cognitively separate. For embodied cognition, the 

person and environment are mutual (i.e., linked in a way that one implies 

the other) and reciprocal (i.e., linked in a way that one affects the other) 

and form a self- organizing system. Thus, the behavior of a human- artifact- 

environment system involves continual adaptation as it self- organizes. 

From this, cognition is “a kind of dynamic adjustment process in which 

the brain as part of and along with the larger organism, settles into the right 

kind of attunement with the environment— an environment that is physi-

cal but also social and cultural.”29

From an information- processing perspective, the construction and use 

of mental models come with processing costs. There is clearly a signifi-

cant degree of mental effort involved in constructing or learning a men-

tal model. The pay- off is assumed to be that once this is built, it can be 

reused and hence the effort is an investment. But this assumes that the 

mental model will be generalizable. There are several problems with this 

assumption. The first is that what is learned in one situation might not be 

appropriate to other situations. If the situations were constant, there might 

be much simpler means of capturing their essential aspect to ensure a con-

sistent response. For embodied cognition, this “essential aspect” involves 

perception- action coupling, or physical action in response to features in 

a given situation. Repeated exposure to this situation increases the prob-

ability of the action. Of course, a “mental model” might reflect the essen-

tial aspects in just enough detail to provide flexibility for future situations. 
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But, if this were the case, there would be little need for a “model” as such. 

Rather, recognition of these essential features ought to be sufficient. This 

suggests that information processing requires another set of symbols (to be 

stored in their own form of memory) that correspond to these essential 

features. For embodied cognition, the features simply exist in the environ-

ment and, in a very real sense, are “stored” there.

A second problem with mental models is that there needs to be more 

“rules” that encapsulate the knowledge of how to respond to these fea-

tures. This “know how”30 or “tacit knowledge”31 relates to our skillful cop-

ing with our environment. Information- processing approaches tend to 

use the clumsy argument that knowledge is either “declarative” (i.e., facts, 

or propositions, represented in some form of symbolic language) or “pro-

cedural” (i.e., anything to do with activity)— which allows “procedural” 

knowledge to either be magicked away or be subsumed under the aegis 

of declarative, such that symbolic information takes the form of “produc-

tion rules” (i.e., if condition x, then action y). A third problem is that 

symbols require a “semantics,” such that they can be labeled in terms of 

their salience. But, to assign a meaning to symbols requires a further set of 

symbols (with the requisite information- processing apparatus). A fourth 

problem is that the sort of content specified by the symbols used by infor-

mation processing ought to allow us to make judgments over its quality. 

This has been called the “hard problem of content” and is well expressed 

in the following:

Anything that deserves to be called content has special properties— e.g., truth, 

reference, implication— that make it logically distinct from, and not reducible to, 

mere covariance relations holding between states of affairs.32

For a mental model (or any other form of internal representation) to have 

scientific credibility, it needs to be something that has a substantive role 

in cognition. I am not sure that even people who study mental models 

believe that these are anything other than convenient fictions. There is gen-

eral agreement that mental models are incomplete, imprecise, ambiguous, 

fuzzy, poorly organized.33 Even if mental models existed, there would need 

to be some further “perceptual” process by which these were interpreted— 

which implies the oft- parodied inner homunculus.34 If we dispense with 

a homunculus to observe the mental model, there remains the question 

of how the mental model can have an impact on our actions. One con-

ventional argument is that, having constructed a mental model, the brain 
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then constructs a program (or set of instructions) that is passed to the body 

in order for it to act on the world. But this assumes an information pro-

cessing apparatus that, oddly, does not include the body. For Gallagher, the 

information- processing approach is promulgated by “body snatchers.”35

Why would the human brain put effort into constructing a representa-

tion of the environment, then analyzing this representation, then planning 

an action based on this representation, then simulating the outcome of 

this action by running it through the representation . . .  all before acting? 

Put simply, if there is a thing in front of you, why would it be necessary to 

create a representation of this thing in order to pick it up? While this argu-

ment might not immediately explain how we can think about things when 

they are not in front of us, it allows us to wonder what alternative to an 

information- processing account could be offered. In order to consider this, 

it is necessary to reconsider what we mean by “information.”

What Information Is Being Processed?

How do we make sense of an artifact? An obvious answer is to say that we 

obtain information from it. But this does not tell us what we might mean 

by “information.” In one sense, information is a digital code (in the form 

of binary digits, or bits) that allows a computing device to run operations 

on data (the digital code is used to describe both the operations and the 

data), and this digital code defines the on and off states of transistors. In 

its earliest inception, the information- processing approach used the com-

puter as a metaphor for the brain: both had input (in the form of data) that 

was manipulated (in the form of symbols) to produce output. For some 

early writers in the information- processing tradition, neurons in the brain 

behaved like transistors, switching on and off as information passes through 

them; but this rested on a whole bunch of assumptions which are mani-

festly untrue of the electrochemical activity of the brain. In the cybernetic 

tradition preceded information-processing view of cognition, switching 

related to control mechanisms that aligned action to environment. Some 

of these ideas reappear in various guises in theories explored in this book. 

Given that the metaphor does not apply to the workings of the apparatus, 

does it apply to the “stuff” that is being processed? Digital information is 

clearly not “information” for you or me when we are picking up a very full 

cup of hot coffee. So, what is the information we obtain from a cup?
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The language used to describe our interaction with artifacts is problem-

atic. The division of these interactions into subject (person) and object 

(artifact) means that these can be seen as discrete entities. In this way, there 

is a linguistic division between subject and object. Given this apparent sep-

aration, it then becomes necessary to introduce additional processes that 

can bridge this. Hence, information- processing approaches to cognition 

introduce discrete stages in which information is translated, such as input, 

processing, and output, as well as a separation of actions into discrete 

stages, such as begin movement, reach to object, pick up object. In embod-

ied cognition approaches, making these distinctions is pointless because 

the system would always be in flux as it self- organizes in response to the 

disturbances caused by each element. Indeed, for embodied cognition, the 

division between subject and object becomes irrelevant; there can only be 

a “system” in which human and artifact join together (in an environment). 

As Samuel Butler has it, “Strictly speaking, nothing is a tool except during 

use.”36 From this, the joining together, implied by the term “use,” creates a 

balance of activity between human and artifact (with both responding to 

their environment) in which they are mutually responding to the actions 

and effects of each other. For Varela’s enactivist account, “in- formation 

appears nowhere except in relative interlock between the describer, the 

unity, and its interactions.”37 From this I infer that the human- artifact- 

environment system creates the unity within which, through its interac-

tions, information is created.

I find it useful to distinguish between information- as- content (which 

requires processing) and information- as- context (which constrains action). 

One reason why information processing relies on a mental model of the 

environment is that it is supposed to allow the person to make predictions 

prior to performing an action, which reduces reliance on feedback from the 

environment. The argument is that such feedback can be time consuming, 

particularly if the person is processing this in incremental stages during 

the performance of an action. A further justification the information- 

processing approach offers for mental models is the “poverty of the stimu-

lus.”38 This assumes that the environment rarely contains fully specified 

details for information processing, so the information- processing apparatus 

needs to supplement sense data. For me, this argument puts the cart before 

the horse; only if you assume that this apparatus is used to build a mental 

model is sense data insufficient. If we return to our over- full coffee cup, do 
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we need to define the content of this scenario in order to guide our action? 

By describing it verbally, I have, of course, provided information- as- content 

(cup, liquid, temperature, capacity, spillage, scalding, and so on), and this 

might be one reason why it is so easy to assume that words (and other sym-

bols) must also be the language that the brain uses to engage in cognition.

Around the same time that digital computers were developing (by which 

I mean sometime in the 1940s), Shannon39 was developing information 

theory. For Shannon, the purpose of information was to reduce ambigu-

ity in a message. Rather than consider the “meaning” of a message, he 

described it in terms of ambiguity: as the number of message elements 

increases, so the message can be more ambiguous (or, in his terms, have 

higher entropy, or disorder). So, the purpose of information in this view 

is to help maintain order in the transmission of messages. If you consider 

a math problem from high school, say, the probability of drawing a blue 

marble from a bag of mixed colors, the number of marbles you need to 

draw out (or the number of “questions” you need to ask) is determined by 

the context (i.e., the number of alternatives) and not the content (i.e., the 

example works whatever combination of colors or objects or containers we 

use). For information theory, then, the purpose of information is to reduce 

uncertainty by providing context. The units of information in this case can 

be thought of as “yes” or “no” and will be represented as binary digits, or 

bits (as an aside, for information theory, the bits have no meaning other 

than their role in managing uncertainty, while in computing the bits have 

the unique definition of a program instruction or alphanumeric character).

In information theory, Shannon defines uncertainty, or entropy, in terms 

of the probability of features in a set; sets of features that have low entropy 

are predictable (due to their low variability), while sets of features with high 

entropy are much harder to predict. Information, from this perspective, 

can be defined only with reference to something else; it cannot be defined 

independently but only in terms of difference. From this, we can think of 

an environment in terms of degrees of freedom (defined by the features and 

their possible combinations). While information theory would have been 

familiar to Gibson, he did not apply it in his ideas of how features of an 

environment support action.40 “The term information cannot have its famil-

iar dictionary meaning of knowledge communicated to a receiver. This is 

unfortunate, and I would use another term if I could.”41 Often the use of the 

word “information” caused Gibson problems because he wanted it to mean, 
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at different points in his argument, a vehicle of communication, a form of 

knowledge, culturally modified content, and a naturally occurring (“invari-

ant”) property of the environment.  In embodied cognition, the organism 

uses its senses to collect information from the environment, defining those 

features against which actions are possible, that is, information provides 

context. This does not mean that humans are unable to respond to content, 

just that this is not necessarily part of everyday cognition.

For this book, I will use the phrase “ongoing, reciprocal engagement” to 

reflect the enactive nature of the routine skills that involve “skillful coping.”42 

The idea that we require complex apparatus to process information extracted 

from the environment (as per the information- as- content approach) com-

mits us to viewing the brain as sluggish, clumsy, and poorly adapted. For 

embodied cognition, actions are guided by salient cues from the environ-

ment, and meaning is defined in terms of the consequences of action. The 

organism performs an action and the state of the environment changes. If 

this new state is acceptable, action stops, or the organism repeats the cycle 

of sampling and acting.

The information- processing approach presupposes that the organism’s 

intent is a well- defined representation of the desired state of the environ-

ment. The embodied cognition approach presupposes that the organism 

has no “model” to aim for (although it does imply some criterion for 

acceptability). The first view assumes that perception (i.e., processing infor-

mation from the senses) has the aim of constructing a representation of the 

organism’s environment. The second assumes that perception is for action. 

In other words, the views can be distinguished by their focus on “world- in- 

the- mind” versus “mind- in- the- world.”43

What Is the “Mark of the Cognitive”?

The distinction between “world- in- the- mind” versus “mind- in- the- world” 

can also be found in the field of distributed cognition, which emphasizes 

that humans use artifacts to “off- load” activity that is essentially cognitive44. 

For example, we use all manner of artifacts to help remember information 

(e.g., shopping lists, electronic diaries, the phonebook in our cell phone, 

and so on). We also use artifacts to perform manipulations on information 

(e.g., abacus, slide- rule, calculator). In distributed cognition45 artifacts are 

“external representations” that become part of an information- processing 
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system. This is also related to enactivist approaches in which the environ-

ment helps to structure problem- solving.46

In his account of calculating speed on a US Navy ship, Hutchins47 dis-

cusses how several people perform tasks that contribute to sighting land-

marks, making timings, marking a chart, and so on. In his study of medical 

records, Nemeth48 shows how the physical attributes of the files on the end 

of beds in hospitals can tell a lot about the patient— for example, the num-

ber of pages or how creased or folded they are can tell how long the patient 

has been in the hospital, how many tests have been administered, and so 

how complex the case might be. However, for much of the distributed cog-

nition literature, “cognition” is being done in the head of a cognizer (i.e., 

the human) rather than in the artifact. In this book, the argument is that 

cognition occurs in the interaction between person and artifact; as the per-

son acts on the artifact to change its state, so the artifact provides oppor-

tunities for action (in a task- artifact cycle, see chapter 5) and also produces 

changes in the person. This raises the question of the extent which an arti-

fact can participate in cognition.

Clark and Chalmers49 use the example of Otto’s Notebook to illustrate this 

claim that our cognition extends into our objects. In this example, Otto has 

impaired memory and so relies on the notebook to store information that he 

might require, such as directions to buildings. This notebook is functionally 

equivalent to brain- based memory for Otto. In part, this is because losing the 

notebook would, for Otto, mean the loss of the knowledge it contained— as 

if Otto, in losing the notebook, had lost his memory. In other words, Otto’s 

notebook is not simply a passive store of information but an active compo-

nent in his cognitive system, so that loss or damage to it would be function-

ally equivalent to loss or damage to any other part of his cognitive system.

Adams and Aizawa50 argued that a fundamental problem with Otto’s 

notebook having a structural role in cognition is that it invokes a “coupling- 

constitution fallacy.” For them having the notebook available to be con-

sulted does not make this notebook part of any cognitive process. Rather, 

the “mark of the cognitive” can be defined as the nonderived content 

brought by a cognizer. By way of analogy, they draw on the well- worn 

example of the “white stick” that blind people use to aid their navigation; 

while the stick plays a role in navigation, the stick does not, itself, “know” 

anything about its environment any more than the notebook “knows” 

what the words it contains mean. What seems key to their idea of a “mark of 
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the cognitive” is the capability to manage information- as- content, not sim-

ply in terms of obtaining information from the immediate environment 

(or artifacts within that environment) but also of combining it with other 

information known by the person.  However, this position is at odds with 

the “loop between brain, body and technological environment”51 that is 

inherent in the Otto notebook example. In order to access the knowledge 

held in the notebook, Otto needs both an awareness of what the notebook 

contains, a strategy for accessing this knowledge, and the motivation to 

perform such a strategy. To say that the information known by Otto is held 

in the notebook is no different from the off- loading of information that 

distributed cognition emphasizes (a contemporary analogy is the way that 

we use the “phonebook” in our cell phone to store contact details). But for 

Clark and Chalmers, Otto’s notebook is not simply an artifact that allows 

the user to off- load information; it is the instantiation of what Otto knows. 

However, the argument rests on the belief that “information” is content 

and, as represented in the form of symbols, can be stored in the brain or 

in a notebook. In neither of the positions presented here do we see the 

embodied cognition idea that I have termed “information- as- context.” To 

better appreciate this point, we should turn our attention to the different 

schools of thought that address embodied cognition.

Perspectives on Embodied Cognition

What if we had a theory that dispensed with the need to model the world 

and that removed the need for the apparatus of information processing? 

What if, as Brooks notes (from his work in robotics), “the world is its own best 

model. It is always exactly up to date. It always contains every detail there 

is to be known. The trick is to sense it appropriately and often enough.”52 If 

embodied cognition relies on physical engagement with the world around 

us (in order to “sense it appropriately and often enough”), we face several 

questions— not least of which is why would physical engagement be some-

thing that is not part of an information- processing account of cognition? 

Revisiting Otto’s notebook as information-as-context we might say that the 

content becomes salient when Otto consults it, and that salience arises from 

the ways in which this consultation is performed. For example, Otto flicks 

through the notebook in search of content to support a specific query, such 

as where is the Museum of Modern Art.
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A criticism commonly levelled at embodied cognition, whatever its 

type, is that it defines “action” in terms of physical movement (even it is 

quite complicated, as in catching a flying ball) and “decisions” in terms of 

choosing a small number of cues. In effect, the complaint is that embodied 

cognition has failed to engage with “representation hungry”53 domains— 

that, instead, it engages with “domains in which suitable ambient envi-

ronmental stimuli exist and can be pressed into service in place of internal 

representations.”54 In particular, the complaint focuses on the challenge of 

cognition that involves the “absent” (i.e., how, in the absence of the cues 

in the environment, does cognition operate?) or the “abstract” (i.e., how, 

in the absence of concrete cues, does cognition operate?). In other words, 

how can embodied cognition deal with complex cognitive behaviors such 

as design or creativity?

In the case of “absent” stimuli, embodied cognition could rely on the rep-

etition of prior actions.55 When we have performed an activity to effect an 

outcome that is satisfactory, the sequence of actions could be represented 

as perceptual symbols.56 Here, perceptual symbols are neural traces arising 

from sensorimotor performance, and their activation can result in the per-

formance of the sequence of actions. For me, this feels like symbolic repre-

sentation, although clearly perceptual symbols are not a set of instructions 

so much as the trace memory of coordinated neuromuscular activation (not 

dissimilar in concept to the notion of mirror neurons57). As Dreyfus puts it, 

“Past experience has set up the neuron connections so that the current per-

ceptual input, which is similar to some part but never exactly like it, puts 

the brain area that controls movement into a specific energy landscape.”58 

While I can see the basis of this argument, my concern is that it is overly 

focused on a brain- bound perspective, which loses sight of interactions 

within the human- artifact- environment system. A complementary but dif-

ferent concept, “embodied intelligence,”59 emphasizes the importance of 

“performative awareness”— which is the phenomenology of the movement 

of the body in action, particularly for the skillful practitioner.

We have well- organized ways of moving our bodies, as the result of our 

continued experience of moving around in a physical world. This means 

that not only do we form “chunks” of action in cognitive terms, but that 

firings of muscles occur together in physical terms. In his study of human 

movement, Bernstein60 defined degrees of freedom (DoF) as the combina-

tion of movements that are possible with, say, each joint in the arm. In an 
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action, such as reaching to pick up a cup of coffee, each of the joints in the 

human arm can move in a variety of ways (defined as their DoF), including 

flex, extend, rotate, and so on, and the combination of the DoF of each of 

the joints can result in many different ways to perform the same action. The 

fact that we tend to perform similar actions in similar ways suggests that 

the DoF problem has a solution that results in consistent movement.

For Gibson, “Locomotion and manipulation . . .  are controlled not by 

the brain but by information. . . .  Control lies in the animal- environment 

system . . . ; behavior is regular without being regulated..”61 In this view, 

rather than assuming a “controller,” “regulation” arises from the animal- 

environment system seeking stability and avoiding entropy. For Bernstein, 

repeated performance of the same movements reinforces the activation of 

specific muscles to move specific limbs, so that these form “coordinative 

structures,” which are “macroscopic spatio- temporal patterns”62 of musculo-

skeletal activations that simplify the DoF problem. While Bernstein focused 

on the musculoskeletal structures recruited in the performance of actions, a 

similar concept is proposed by Luria in his suggestion that repeated exam-

ples of a movement become imbued with “kinaesthetic melodies.”63

Bernstein’s notion of “dexterity” involves balancing between stability 

of these coordinative structures (in order to allow an action to be repeated) 

and adaptation (to cope with changes in environment or task demands). 

But while coordinative structures provide a neat explanation of how we are 

consistent in our movements, we also need to recognize how movement 

adapts to small changes in situational features. The challenge of explaining 

dexterity (as the balance between consistency and variability in movement 

control) relates to the proposal that embodiment is ongoing, reciprocal 

engagement (with its emphasis on adaptive coping with the changing 

environment). This highlights the tension between ensuring consistency 

of response while adapting to variability in the environment. For me, this 

trade- off (between consistency and variability) has to be considered in 

terms of the balancing of activity within the human- artifact- environment 

system. Sampling the features requires effort, so optimal performance 

would involve minimizing the entropy of the environment by continually 

minimizing its DoFs. This points to the need to discover ways of reducing 

variability (both in terms of sampling features, i.e., exploring, and acting on 

the environment, i.e., exploiting opportunities to act). However, it makes 

little sense to treat each situation as if it was novel. Rather, we need to find 
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consistent ways to respond to similar situations. From this, an information- 

processing approach would argue that a mental model provides us with the 

ability to define and store those features that define “similar” situations. 

That is, information- processing approaches assume that consistent move-

ment arises from a “controller” in the brain that sends commands to the 

joints in the form of a “program” (not unlike the software that a computer 

uses) that defines when, and to what extent, each joint moves.64 In such 

approaches, information- as- content is used to specify the movements of 

each joint, the location of the object to pick up, the path that the hand 

will follow to grasp the object, and the properties of the object itself (mass, 

center of gravity, and so on). This “content” is constructed from sensory 

data to create a “mental model” from which the specific the motor program 

guides movement.

A fundamental aspect of embodied cognition approaches is the close 

coupling within the human- artifact- environment system: the person’s 

actions change in response to the state of the artifact or the environment 

(and, of course, the person’s actions change the state of the artifact, and the 

artifact will change the state of the environment). Even in this simple three- 

element system, the manner in which “change” occurs will vary. Some of 

these changes will lead to stability in the system. In such circumstances, 

the system is well ordered and said to be self- organizing (and this might be 

a desirable state; equally, in terms of errors and accidents, the state could 

be undesirable). In others, the changes lead to instability and the system 

becomes disordered.

The body is considered to be part of a larger cognitive system.65 From 

this, the ways in which the body moves (e.g., gestures, changes in posture, 

mobility, and so on) have an influence on cognition. In broad terms, “the 

brain is not the sole cognitive resource we have available to us to solve 

problems. Our bodies and their perceptually guided motions through the 

world do much of the work required to achieve our goals, replacing the 

need for complex internal mental representations.”66

Even when we are not physically engaged with the environment, cogni-

tion draws on sensorimotor activity.67 As Lakoff and Johnson68 point out, 

there are many common metaphors that draw on our understanding of 

how the world relates to the movement of our bodies and the actions that 

we perform. Metaphorically, ideas are objects, and the mind is a container 

for these objects; we speak of grasping a concept. In this respect, these 
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“metaphors we live by” hint at some underlying appreciation that cogni-

tion and physical activity intertwine. For this school of thought, metaphors 

are not simply words and phrases we use, but indices of cognitive structures 

we have acquired through our physical interactions with the world.

Radical Embodied Cognitive Science

There are many varieties of embodied cognition, but my preference is for 

Chemero’s radical embodied cognitive science (RECS). Before we go further, 

a definition of the theory would be relevant, and I am taking this from 

Anthony Chemero:

I hereby define radical embodied cognitive science as the scientific study of per-

ception, cognition, and action as a necessarily embodied phenomenon, using 

explanatory tools that do not posit mental representations. It is cognitive science 

without mental gymnastics.69

RECS challenges the assumptions that cognition must involve symbolic 

representation and a mental model of the environment in order to produce 

action. This does not necessarily mean that there is no “representation.” 

As we noted, for features of the environment to be responded to, there is 

a need to have some form of “information,” which, in turn, requires some 

form of “interpretation.” The distinction is a not a matter of all or noth-

ing so much as a contrasting of “action- oriented” and “objectivist” repre-

sentations.70 From an information- processing perspective, the question is 

whether “action- oriented” representations (which explain skillful coping 

through the use of coordinative structure and “kinaesthetic melodies”) can 

be considered to be “genuine” representations— but this seems to assume that 

a “representation” can take only the form of a mental model (or symbols 

that can be processed by information- processing apparatus) rather than 

that of a “mediating state.”

RECS combines the notion of perception- action coupling (specifically 

through Gibson’s notion of affordance which is discussed further in chap-

ter 4) with methods and metrics from dynamic systems to explain how 

behavior occurs in the context of ongoing sequences of action, adapting 

to system constraints. Such metrics allow quantification of the behavior 

of loosely coupled systems and provide insight into the ways in which the 

behavior of such systems has to be considered in terms that do not allow 

individual elements to be separated from each other (which is one of the 
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reasons that I feel the concept of “affordance” is so often misconstrued). 

Accepting that these systems are non- decomposable leads to two assertions. 

The first is that the environment is constitutive of the system and one can-

not suggest a separation of environment from organism any more than one 

can suggest a separation of organism from task. The second is that, follow-

ing the first, one can discount the “coupling- constitution fallacy,”71 which 

implies that the organism, by virtue of being distinct from its environment, 

must create a representation of that environment in order to act upon it.

RECS provides an account of “cognition” not simply as the consequence 

of a “brain- in- action,” but also in terms of solving problems, making deci-

sions, and performing other actions that are characteristics of cognition. In 

other words, cognition relates to the coordinated and adaptive response of 

the organism to its environment in the pursuit of tasks and goals. An obvious 

issue arising from this final point concerns the source of “goals.” If, as the 

preceding points might imply, the organism’s activity occurs in the context 

of an environment that changes in response to previous actions, one could 

ask what initiates an action and (equally) when does an action achieve an 

acceptable outcome? Taken to its extreme, this question concerns whether 

RECS is able to account for those activities that do not have an obviously 

“embodied” element, such as invention or creation or imagining or dream-

ing. RECS has tended to focus on relatively prosaic activity, such as categori-

cal perception or locomotion, primarily because the modeling required to 

describe these activities in terms of nonlinear dynamics is challenging. This 

means that much of foundational research on RECS has concentrated on 

activities that are, in a sense, only partially or minimally cognitive.

As I will explain in chapter 2, design and creativity need to be considered 

in dynamic rather than discrete terms. The initial mark an artist makes on 

the canvas or the initial centering of a wedge of clay on the potter’s wheel 

constrain subsequent actions. The artist creates, and responds to, changes 

in the affording situation. But such an idea can extend to most activities 

that we call “cognitive.”
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